
Subject: Emails dated 9/1/14 and 9/7/14

Good Evening Ms. Vanessa;

 Sorry for the lateness in replying. I tend to only look at my email once a week. Today is that day. I truly appreciate your getting back
to me. It was unexpected, Thank you for both emails. I have to admit I have become very jaded at this point. There is a lot happening
on the ship both positive and negative plus the rumors are flying. Most of what has been discussed at your investigation has become
an open secret onboard the ship. Also it appears most of what is being done is just a whitewash job based on the information given to
our corporate officers so they can cover their respective behinds. The consensus is that Dan Pawloski will be blamed for all Safety
Violations and Jonathan Williams will be blamed for all Financial. Getscher will come out clean as if he was never there or involved; yet
he is has been involved from the beginning

I wanted to add some of the positives here before I say anything else.

Jonathan has been much more visible onboard the vessel. He is cultivating relationship's w/the employees and
volunteers. Actually seems to have walked the tour path and let people know what is happening onboard. He is showing a
much more favorable attitude at this point. Trying to present an example for a change. This is good

We now have management onboard Saturday and Sunday as their prescribed working days. Good to have someone
onboard who is authorized to make decisions instead of the ship not having any management onboard Friday to Monday
that is there or visible. This is a plus.

Actual involvement in the day to day operations of the ship in all areas by management. Still very weak but it there and
possibly growing so this is a win. With so few employees it is always a mistake to disappear into offices and never come
out.

Ship's attitude is changing for the positive across the board since Dan's Departure

Although I objected to Ken Labruzzi's hiring since he was coming from up north as part of the Richmond club, He is dong
a good job. Knows how to be a manager. Still think it should have been a local hire to cement our relationships here.
However he is doing well.

All managers are on a much better behavior. Actually appearing to produce in their jobs for a change. Having to mind
their "P's and Q's" (their words not mine) since the Board was watching has helped immensely.

My imagination with the need to focus on the financial side of this investigation is probably running in a completely different direction
than yours. Here is some of what I am imagining -

Getscher got paid when he rode the U.S.S. Sprunace from San Diego to Los Angeles. Why? Did others?

Getscher and Williams got paid when they rode the U.S.S. Anchorage for 3 days. Why? Did anyone else?

That there is a money funnel designed for this non profit for certain members of the board and corporate officers to drain
off funds for themselves as advisors, consultants, etc. It is an old trick among fundraisers in D.C. I am sure it is
completely legal at this point. However, can we afford it?

That there has been a severe misuse of travel for corporate officers and some board members.

Why did Getscher and Williams take 2 trips for a week a piece to Hawaii to go to the U.S.S. Missouri as a fact
finding mission and come back with just tourist pictures? What couldn't you get in 2 days on one trip? I'm sure
there was a report. Just doubt the veracity of any of it since none of it trickled down to us to help us get the ship
in better shape physically , financially, or long term actuality based upon the other ship's results. We paid for this.
What a waste.

Why did Williams and some board members go to Hawaii at company cost to see how the overnight program
worked? Really? And we paid to send a service animal too that was being trained. I do not understand this. Both
could have been done online.

Sending Pawloski to the U.S.S. Missouri to invetsigate their CHT system . Why was this necessary after we sent
our "Chief Engineer" there twice? Sent Getscher to the U.S.S. New Jersey also. Why is there not a file on all of
their CHT systems ? What a waste



That there is a severe discrepancy in pay, time, and job performance for corporate officers. Not a whole lot of time being
spent on actual work onboard for the officers? Why do they act like it is a 40 hour work week? What are the standards
here to get our money's worth? I know that I make 50K and I can prove that I save the company 375K to 500K just by
my work alone. That's a 10% savings. What do we get for our payroll? Why does Getscher get to not do as required and
still get to keep his full pay when every manager there has taken pay cuts and time off to help the company and the
ship?

Where did all the money go? What happened to all the money for the overnight programs? How much was really given
out? Etc.

Why has no one driven the gate over the last 2 years? Why are we hinging our entire economic life on the overnight
programs?

I do not envy you at this point. I have been involved in way too many audits for both professional, government, and
personal.

Safety violations. I saw Mr. Johnson 2 weeks ago onboard in the museum. I must admit I have very little desire to talk with anyone at
this point. However I will talk to Mr. Johnson onboard. He can see me anytime onboard from 8 a.m. To 5 p.m. I am usually down below
around the CHT work or on the radio as Ops-6.

I am no longer comfortable giving out my email or phone and will be changing both soon. I do not have a work email that I
am aware of or how to access it.

I recommend Mr. Johnson actually talk to those I mentioned in my report. I am a third party to most of it. Mr. Derek
Cross and Mr. Joe Donaldson about the fire safety incident. Mr Thom Holquin, Mr. Tom Wade, the Navy volunteers about
the asbestos incident on May 31. Stan Sato and those inside Gun Mount 56 when the misfire happened. Personally I
have heard nothing back on any of the asbestos or a resolution to the problem. I see no contact of any involved in any of
them, just documents generated to place blame and defer responsibility.

As for the Safety training program, this is the first I have heard of it. If you mean the fact that on Pawloski's last day
Getscher gathered up anyone that had a title into his office and said there had been no safety program onboard and that
Ken Labruzzi would be developing one. No ma'am. There is only one safety training program onboard and Dan started it
and we continue it every morning in Ops. There are 2 years worth of muster reports on who attended and gave it. Nothing
has changed. Ops team enforces safety on our own, not by direction.

I have to ask, If we never had a Safety Program then what was Getscher doing? Jonathan? Getscher has been in charge
of all day to day operations onboard this ship since January of 2013 and was Director of Ops for a year before that.
Safety has always been his responsibility. Pawloski did a lot of things wrong but he was the only one I could count on to
stop something if it was wrong. Jonathan kowtows to Getscher so he is ineffective . Why was this permissible? Or
acceptable? Where does the real responsibility lie?

 I will recommend now that PBC purchase an asbestos awareness program as well as a complete safety program from a
Safety supplier that has an OSHA approval stamp on it. Most suppliers will give you a complete safety program with
lectures, certifications in everything you request, quarterly and annual renewal programs, etc. The only thing I see safety
wise at this point is the ship has incident reports that are trifling at best and management has no clue about what they
are doing. Just "delegating" the problem down to another so as to put blame on someone else.

There is a document I have heard of that was created for the volunteers that has them signing away their rights and their
"servants" rights as well as violating the California volunteer protection act. Does no one check these documents? The
original waiver that the volunteers signed over 2 years ago was taken back and no signed copies given to them.

I am adding something here that I am not sure that you are aware of or even really if it matters to the board. To me and others it does.
It sets a tone and it also shows a series of weaknesses in management that are prevalent and also demonstrates a sever lack of
knowledge on supervision, management, time keeping, policy enforcement and knowledge, etc. Just bad business all around.

ON 8/19/14 Both Derek Cross and George Musulin worked over at the behest of Andrew Mason for a beer. He needed
help to complete the set up for a major event.

- This was totally wrong. A titled manager who did not know the policies on time.

- Cross and Musulin agreeing to it. Again they were just operating as per the past and helping to get an event staged and
done. Wrong on their part.



- Jonathan informing Mason that we need to keep track of George and Derek's time so they are paid. This was the first
right – he never followed up on it or had it taken care of immediately. Wrong. Also never took this as a sign of a more
severe problem. Wrong.

- Pawloski openly hostile towards both for not contacting him about it in public. Counseling needed to be done with both
to ensure time management policies were followed but not open public chastisement . This was handled so wrong.

- Nothing done about correcting the time until the following Monday when Pawloski got back. Why wait for the outgoing
man who was already done onboard?

- When Cross asked Getscher if he could just swap out the time on Tuesday for leaving early on Friday Getscher told
him if he did it again he would "punish him". Cross asked him if Getscher just wanted him to work to 5 and just drop
everything. Getscher told him if he could not manage his time well he would "punish him severely". Is this what you
want? NO one "punishes" me or you or anyone. Am I 5? This is just silly . However here was a perfect opportunity to
address and correct any and all time management problems with the entire paid staff . Get everything right across the
board. Instead we can just look forward to "punishment" for doing what they always did before.

- No counseling ever performed on anyone from Jonathan or done to correct anything.

Derek Cross being told he was just general labor when he is a unpaid supervisor in charge of custodial and volunteers.
This because Getscher told him that we can volunteer onboard as paid staff . I really think the board might want to
address this since Getscher really has no clue about how the FLSA works or risk management for non-profits in this
area. Especially since he told them to punch out and work as volunteers at the same job originally. Frankly the only jobs
onboard ship I can volunteer to do is sell tickets or help Nui. We do everything else.

 In our interview your counsel said to me three seperate times that "sometimes you just have to suck it up or move on". He is 100%
right. I will do just that. I have no confidence in current management to see us into the new year. Personally I recommend you remove
them all permanently and set up a good General Manager and businessman who knows how to make money and run a business.
Beside we have such a very small crew now with both management and volunteers that trimming the top makes sense. How many
bosses do we need? Especially since they cost so much.

My thanks to you for listening. I will not bother you anymore. I will talk with Mr. Craig as I said and lead him hopefully to the right
people. If he has not already seen the report I gave you then share it and this letter. I wish you well on your endeavors and hopefully
you and the others can make all this right so the IOWA is not harmed and can stay here at this port.

Respectfully,

On Sun, Sep 7, 2014 at 1:02 PM, Vanessa Lewis <vlewis@reportingmaven.com> wrote:

 

We are concluding our investigation and want to give you an opportunity to provide any additional facts you may have regarding the
many safety concerns you have raised,  including the hot work. Of course, we are in possession of your original written submission;
if, however, you have anything further to provide regarding that particular claim, please contact me immediately.

 

Respectfully,

 

Vanessa Lewis

Audit Committee Chair

Pacific Battleship Center



 

 

From: Vanessa Lewis
Sent: Monday, September 1, 2014 3:13 PM
To: '
Subject: Follow up

 

 

Thank you again for spending time with us and letting us know about your concerns. As you might imagine, an investigation with
this many moving parts takes some time to manage. I wanted to let you know the investigation is still underway, and we had to
focus our efforts.

 

You had notes on a number of safety violations beyond the asbestos issue that we did not go in-depth in our interview with you, and
we want to make sure that they are addressed. I have asked Craig Johnson, another board member, to help me with reviewing
safety issues beyond the asbestos. We will also involve, if necessary, our safety expert from Insperity. I understand we have
already designed a safety training program and will be getting that started right away. Mr. Johnson is familiar with the ship and is
familiar with safety issues like asbestos and plasma torches.

 

I would like to forward your contact information to him so that he can set up a meeting with you on the ship to understand your
concerns better. Would your personal or ship email be better to reach you, or a phone number?

 

I hope you are enjoying your Labor Day weekend.

Vanessa Lewis

 

_____________________________________

Vanessa Lewis

Principal - ReportingMaven

vlewis@reportingmaven.com

562-833-1563

 

--
Patrick Salazar

Matt Highland <reads@randomlengthsnews.com> Fri, Sep 19, 2014 at 2:55 PM
To: info <info@graphictouchdesigns.com>

Thank you,
Matt Highland, Design/Advertising Director




